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Client Situation
Client needed to support its expanding business in a better way, with the following
objectives:
●
●


Increase the efficiency of the order fulfilment process
Mirror their online back office with their current offline processes
Support enhanced marketing capabilities such as cross-selling, promotions etc.

Experis IT Solution
Experis IT proposed a solution to Client ensuring a new capability to manage its business
effectively, greater controls over the franchisees and instructors utilize direct customers
relationships to advance with marketing strategies, and establish a framework for future
expansions.
Solutions Overview
The shopping cart application was built using PHP as the front-end tool and MySQL as the
database. The relevant Product Masters, viz., product, category, order, order details
manage the products, gift, which are used in populating the product pages.
The website lets its users to choose from four product categories viz., Washing Machines,
Micro Waves, Dish Washers and Dryers. The website has an Administrative Section
wherein the products are dynamically controlled. The administrator while entering a
product details, has the option to enter MRP, Special Discounted Price and associated
gifts against a particular product.
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The web application was enabled with Shopping Cart feature option, wherein users, during the buying
process, can add the chosen products to cart. The ‘Add to Cart’ application has provisions for containing
information such as quantity, model no etc, with an option to either delete the selected product from the
cart or increase the quantity.
After the user has decided that he is now ready to buy the product/s, he then enters his billing and
shipping information. Finally, the user is presented with a summarized table, which contains information
on the product quantity and pricing with the Total Amount payable. Upon confirming the “Confirm
Payment” option, the User is re-directed to the payment gateway secured site wherein they feed their
Credit Card information. On successful transaction, a welcome mail is sent to the User with all the
relevant information along with a copy of the same to the Administrator, Marketing Team and the
Regional Manager of the opted state as mentioned in the billing address who holds the ultimate
responsibility of delivery of the product to the end customer.
Though online purchases can be done from anywhere across the globe, products are delivered only within India.
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Client Benefits:
Following is a snapshot of the beneficial features of the application:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Lower abandonment rate among new shoppers
Increase in average order size
Increased back-office throughput
Increase in daily orders
Reduction in order processing errors
Ability to track, segment and reward repeat customers
Added the ability to scale technology with operational requirements
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